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What was found in the grave? 

                            tools           jewels          furniture 

 

What does it say the tools would have been used for? 

     make furniture            kill and cut up prey 

 

Where has the study looked at other female graves? 

          America                Australia                Antarctica 

   

Can you put the verbs (doing words) back in the correct place? 

Choose from:    tore    charged    hunting    snagged    startled 

                  fled               turned 

The man was out __________ with his dogs when he __________ 

a deer. The stag __________ on the man and __________. Its 

antlers __________ through the man’s shirt and got __________ 

on his rifle, before it __________. 

Who called the police to report seeing a deer with a rifle on its 

antlers? 

           a birdwatcher                 a hunter                   a skier  

 

Where in Sweden has the sky turned purple? 

                   Tellyburgh              Trelleborg       Treburger 

 

What does the farm grow? 

           tomatoes             potatoes                 Apples 

 

What have people living near the farm have asked the owner to do? 

     give them free tomatoes              turn off the lights at night   

                                    grow cucumbers instead 
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What was found in the grave? 

                             

 

What does it say the tools would have been used for? 

      

 

Where has the study looked at other female graves? 

           

   

Can you put the verbs (doing words) back in the correct place? 

Choose from:    tore    charged    hunting    snagged    startled 

                  fled               turned 

The man was out __________ with his dogs when he __________ 

a deer. The stag __________ on the man and __________. Its 

antlers __________ through the man’s shirt and got __________ 

on his rifle, before it __________. 

Who called the police to report seeing a deer with a rifle on its 

antlers? 

           

 

Where in Sweden has the sky turned purple? 

                    

 

What does the farm grow? 

            

 

What have people living near the farm have asked the owner to do? 
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What does it say the tools would have been used for? 

      

 

Where has the study looked at other female graves? 

           

   

Can you put the verbs (doing words) back in the correct place? 

Choose from:    tore    charged    hunting    snagged    startled 

                  fled               turned 

The man was out __________ with his dogs when he __________ 

a deer. The stag __________ on the man and __________. Its 

antlers __________ through the man’s shirt and got __________ 

on his rifle, before it __________. 

Who called the police to report seeing a deer with a rifle on its 

antlers? 

           

 

Where in Sweden has the sky turned purple? 

                    

 

What does the farm grow? 

            

 

 Do you think the lights should be turned off? 

 

 



 


